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- ZFS Storage Appliance
- 3 Distinct Models
- 5 File Protocol: NFS / CIFS etc
- 6 Block Protocol: iSCSI / FC / INFINIBAND
- 4/5 Disk Options (300/600GB -1/2TB) +SSD
- Cache Options
- Software Options
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• 2 Autoloaders
• 3 Tape Library Models
• 2 / 4 Cartridge Drive Models
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- 2 Autoloaders
  - 24 Slots
  - 48 Slots
- 3 Tape Library Models
  - SL500
  - SL3000
  - SL8500
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- LTO
  - LTO-4
  - LTO-5
- ORACLE T10000
  - T10000B
  - T10000C
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- LTO
  - LTO-4
  - LTO-5 Circa $ 24,000
- ORACLE T10000
  - T10000B
  - T10000C Circa $ 33,000
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**LTO-5 Cartridge Drive**
- Assume $ 24,000 per drive
- COST Per MB/Sec = $ 171.43
- COST per TB Capacity = $ 16,000
- Cartridges for 10TB BU = 7

**T10000C Cartridge Drive**
- Assume $ 33,000 per drive
- COST Per MB/Sec = $ 131.5
- COST per TB Capacity = $ 6,600
- Cartridges for 10TB BU = 2
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**LTO-5 Cartridge Media**
- Assume $80 per cartridge
- COST Per TB = $53
- Cartridges for 10 TB BU = 7
- For 100TB BU = 70
- Library Slots for 1 month = 280

**T10000C Cartridge Media**
- Assume $330 per cartridge
- COST Per TB = $66
- Cartridges for 10 TB BU = 2
- For 100TB BU = 20
- Library Slots for 1 month = 80
Questions ???

- i.apps @ remivac.com
- s.sozen@remivac.com
- e.poda@remivac.com